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Unit Activities, cont’d.
Activity 2: Industrialization and Migration—45 minutes
Use the experience of Italian migrants to South America who worked in meat processing factories to investigate
how industrialization affected demographic patterns—such as migration, population growth, and urbanization—
around the world.
Innovations in communication and transportation—railroads, telegraphs, and steamships—meant displacement
for some. For others, these same innovations meant new opportunities. In Argentina, Italian “gollendrinas,” or
“swallows,”became the world’s first transatlantic migrant workers. These workers took advantage of the difference
in the seasons and the empty steerage compartments of the new steamships to harvest the crops in both Italy
and Argentina. Many also stayed in Argentina to build the railroads and the ports. Advances in science and technology often cross-pollinated each other in the nineteenth century. One example is the surprising story of beef
extract: invented by a German biochemist; manufactured in Uruguay; financed by Belgian investors; marketed by
a British corporation. In 1847, the German Baron Justus von Liebig developed a pure beef extract purportedly rich
in protein—as this excerpt from Liebig’s correspondence suggests: “ ... gelatine, when taken in the dissolved state,
is again converted, in the body, into cellular tissue, membrane, and cartilage; that it may serve for the reproduction of such parts of these tissues as have been wasted, and for their growth.” (Justus von Liebig, Familiar Letters
on Chemistry, and Its Relation to Commerce, Physiology, and Agriculture, ed. John Gardner, 2nd ed., [London: 1744].)
The beef extract furnished the wounded soldiers of the many European wars with a restorative that, with a little
wine, immediately renewed the strength wasted by loss of blood.
With a partner, write two letters as described below.
Write a letter from a soldier in the 1870s Franco-Prussian war
whose friend survived the battles because he received the extract
despite an injury to his arms. In the letter, be sure to praise the
virtues of the extract.
Now, write another letter for one of the workers in the Uruguayan
meat plant who helps create the raw materials for the extract. This
worker is an Italian immigrant who is writing home to his mother
about his new job and new country. What does this worker think
about the effects of industrialization on his life? (Use the photographs to the right and below to help you imagine what the male
workers, especially the young men, might have thought about the
value of their jobs and the problems with their working conditions.)
Compare the content and tone of the two letters. How do you
think the women in the families that received the letters reacted to
the letters? Compare the reactions of the women to the letter
writers. Would it make any difference if the sisters or mothers were
professionals in the new field of nursing?

Item #2147. Anonymous, INSIDE THE LIEBIG BEEF
EXTRACT FACTORY, FRAY BENTOS, URUGUAY (n.d.)
Courtesy of Rene Boretto, Museo de la Revolucion
Industrial, Fray Bentos, Uruguay.

Item #2153. Anonymous,
WORKERS AT THE LIEBIG
BEEF EXTRACT COMPANY,
FRAY BENTOS, URUGUAY
(n.d.). Courtesy of Rene
Boretto, Museo de la Revolucion Industrial, Fray
Bentos, Uruguay.
Item #2152.Anonymous,CHILDREN WORKERS AT THE LIEBIG BEEF EXTRACT FACTORY,FRAY
BENTOS, URUGUAY (n.d.) Courtesy of Rene Boretto, The Museo de la Revolucion Industrial,
Fray Bentos, Uruguay.
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Unit Activities, cont’d.
Activity 3: The Social and Environmental Consequences of
Industrialization—45 minutes
One striking development of industrialization was the profound impact on women in society. Since men were
routinely awarded superior jobs, those women who left their homes to join the work force were faced with the
most menial and monotonous jobs of the industrial age. As historians Kaye Broadbent and Tessa Morris-Suzuki
have noted, “Men were generally responsible for growing rice and tending the mulberry trees which provided
food for the silkworms, while women looked after most aspects of the silk-raising process itself.” (Kay Broadbent
& Tessa Morris-Suzuki, “Women’s Work in the ‘Public’ and ‘Private’ Spheres of the Japanese Economy,” Asian Studies
Review 24, no. 2 [June 2000]: 161–73.)
With the advent of water-powered machines, silk production moved from rural households to larger workshops
in small towns. The new work environment brought women and men together as laborers, and it forced a clear
designation of gender-specific roles for each. This gender division became entrenched in the wake of the Meiji
Restoration of 1868. By the end of the nineteenth century, women had come to dominate Japan’s factory work
force—but this dominance did not translate into equity in pay or work. Because men generally had more specialized positions like mule spinners, who performed the physically demanding job of spinning yarn, or machinists,
they were paid far more than women well into the twentieth century.
A young Japanese woman:
The recruiter promised us that once we got to the factory we would be taught how to perform the tea ceremony, flower arranging, sewing, and arts that a girl should know, but in fact, they did not teach us anything.
In the old days, we were sent out to reduce the number of people who had to be fed at home, so we didn’t
complain about the pay. We could eat rice, and that alone was better than staying at home. (ibid.)
Write letters from the young women in the images (below and on the following page) to their families. Use the
photographs and prints to compare the lives of the silkworm factory workers with the women in the prints (the
mothers with child in both the city scene and harbor view, plus the woman in the rickshaw).

Item #1085. Anonymous Japanese, SILKWORM FACTORY
(c. 1880–1920). Courtesy of Photo Japan/Kenneth Hamm.
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Item #1129. Anonymous, MELANGE OF VEHICLES (1870).
Courtesy of The Library of Congress.

Item #2130. Utagawa Hiroshige, STEAM TRAIN AT DOCK IN YOKOHAMA, JAPAN (1872). Courtesy of The Library of
Congress.
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